USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10202.01
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
AEO_T`Obea says:
::in ENG ready to cry, not sure what to do next, and with Lt. Chapu was there to help.::
CMO_Tunik says:
::in sickbay monitoring patients’ recovery::
Host Bob_SM says:
THE GENEVA IS CURRENTLY DRIFTING TOWARDS A STRANGE PLANETARY SYSTEM, A SYSTEM WHERE THINGS DO NOT APPEAR TO BE NORMAL
CSO_Shras says:
:: at science station, attempting to determine where the ion storms had taken the Geneva to ::
CO_Tucker says:
::Sitting on the bridge, staring at the view screen::
TO_Teka`Po says:
::at tactical looking busy.. thinks the XO may be on to her::
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*:  :: walks into the TL :: Main ENG
CNS_Bauer says:
::On bridge::
MO_Cailand says:
::checking on patients, making rounds.... that sort of thing.... and pulling her barriers in tighter than before::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: What is that?
FCO_Elack says:
::In sickbay, recovering from wounds received when her conduit exploded::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looking out view screen::
AEO_T`Obea says:
::takes a deep breath:: McDuff: Okay.. Let’s go over everything that we've done.. Maybe we've missed something.
EO_Chapu says:
:: TL doors open and he walks out ::
MO_Cailand says:
::walks to check on the FCO..... PADD in hand::
XO_Eden says:
*Department heads*: All departments report your status.
TO_Teka`Po says:
XO: we are still drifting toward a weird system..
FCO_Elack says:
MO: When can I get out of here?
Host Bob_SM says:
ONE PLANET ORBITING THE BLUE SUN APPEARS TO BE IN THE DIRECTION WHERE THE GENEVA IS DRIFTING
AEO_T`Obea says:
::looks up as she hears someone walking in::  EO: Lt. Chapu!  Boy, am I glad to see you!
MO_Cailand says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: FCO: How are you feeling?
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: Howdy! How's everything?
FCO_Elack says:
MO: That doesn't matter.... the ship needs me.
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps comm badge:: *XO*: Commander, Sickbay is currently in medium conditioning. Less people are coming in sickbay, majority are minor injuries.
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Terrible!  I can't seem to get the warp engine back online.. and the captain wanted it... like.. yesterday.
XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: And Lt. Elack?  ::Shuffles in her seat at Flight Control::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::runs to OPS and has a seat::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: sir! Warp engines still off line
FCO_Elack says:
*XO*: I'll be reporting for duty in a minute, ma'am!
CMO_Tunik says:
::turns to FCO:: *FCO*: She will be returning momentarily.
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: :: walks over to the Warp Drive panel ::  Well, let's see what's wrong.
MO_Cailand says:
::checks the monitors:: FCO: I have no doubt the ship needs your services Lieutenant.......
MO_Cailand says:
::glances at the monitors, then loads a hypo spray:: FCO: This will neutralize the mild sedative you have in your blood stream, and will also counteract any future pain from your injuries.
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to FCO with a medical tricorder::
CO_Tucker says:
OPS: Very well.  What is the status of impulse drive?
OPS_Teka`Po says:
XO: and sensors are picking up this funny blue star.. one of the planets in orbit.. ::wonders where the CSO is::
TO_Maxwell says:
:: comes on the bridge ::
XO_Eden says:
*FCO*: I'll keep your seat warm until then... are you sure you'll be okay?
CSO_Shras says:
:: plotting all stellar objects trajectories ::
FCO_Elack says:
CMO: I'm fine...
FCO_Elack says:
*XO*: Positive.
MO_Cailand says:
::sees CMO and pauses, waiting for him to check out the FCO::
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: I've run every diagnostics and tried everything on record.  I don't know.... maybe I'm just incompetent.  ::Sighs::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: well I think it work..
Host Bob_SM says:
SENSOR READINGS INDICATE NUMEROUS CONTRADICTIONS TO THE BASIC LAWS OF SCIENCE
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::pokes at the impulse controls::
CSO_Shras says:
XO: That doesn't make sense!
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: I did get the IDF back online though.  ::smiles a little::
EO_Chapu says:
:: punches several buttons ::
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Can you bring us into orbit of that planet?  I wouldn't like to burn up in its atmosphere.
CMO_Tunik says:
FCO: Captain Thorpe said that once. Then he discovered that an alien insect laid eggs in his abdominal cavity.
TO_Maxwell says:
:: starts diagnostics ::
XO_Eden says:
::Turns around to look at OPS, a slight glare in her gaze:: OPS: Coordinate with Science.  We need all the information on this area that our sensors can spit out.
FCO_Elack says:
::turns to the CMO and MO, looking annoyed:: CMO/MO: I'm fine, really I am....::starts to get up, clutching her arm slightly::
MO_Cailand says:
::raises both eyebrows briefly:: Self: Intriguing notion.....
CSO_Shras says:
OPS: Correct our present course or we will collide with this blue planetoid ahead
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::glances at the XO:: XO: ok
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: impulse is working sir..
MO_Cailand says:
::gently lays a hand on the FCO, and helps her to a slow sitting position, supporting her weight:: 
CMO_Tunik says:
::scans the FCO:: FCO: Struggle will only keep you here longer. I just require one more scan.
XO_Eden says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Initiates thruster bursts and puts them in orbit::
TO_Maxwell says:
:: looks blankly at readout, wondering what the heck has been happening ::
MO_Cailand says:
::holds her there firmly yet gently for the CMO::
FCO_Elack says:
::sighs:: CMO: Make it quick. I'm late for my shift already....
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: What do we have here.  Class of the planet?
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: Hummmmm . . . . . . . Looks like the power coup-links are damaged.
MO_Cailand says:
::thinks: the sense of duty in some species is remarkable.....::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CSO: right O.. ::powers up impulse and changes the ships direction.. Bringing it in to standard orbit::
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: From the plasma storm?
CMO_Tunik says:
::runs the medical tricorder over where the burns were located... raises an eyebrow:: FCO: No need to behave like a human. You've healed acceptably. You are free to go.
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*:  Computer, re-route power going to the Warp Drive through sector . . . . . 3-8-4.
MO_Cailand says:
::releases some of the FCO's weight, and is prepared to help if necessary- but doubts it will be::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: class X works.. ::grumbles at the navigational sensors::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Unless our sensors are damaged this planet is yet unclassable.....
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: It just seemed like a surge that started from the warp coils.. and then.. just spread through out the ship.
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: Possibly
FCO_Elack says:
CMO: Thank you... I think.... ::shakes off the MO's grip and hurries to the bridge::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::wonders why the XO is remoting her console from her chair::
MO_Cailand says:
::resists an eye roll and walks back to her other patients::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: What is the atmosphere and surface temperature then?
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: I guess we should fix the couplings, then?
FCO_Elack says:
::Gets on the TL:: TL: Bridge!
OPS_Teka`Po says:
XO: do you mind? That’s my thruster controls..!
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at MO for a moment:: MO: Thank you. Sometimes patients do require restraint. However, if you feel that crew restrain too much, you are free to sedate them. Even senior officers.
CSO_Shras says:
CO:....coming in a moment.....
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: Have someone get on it.  Then I want you to brief me a little bit on what happened the past couple days.
MO_Cailand says:
::turns to face the CMO:: CMO: Yes... I guessed that much. Thank you for your... suggestion.
FCO_Elack says:
::Arrives on the bridge::
XO_Eden says:
OPS: What?  ::Looks at the seat she's sitting in::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Relieved to see the FCO arrive::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::looks at the XO:: XO: I was going to park the ship!
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Reporting for duty, ma'am! ::Gives a half-salute, due to her weakened arm::
XO_Eden says:
::Sees Elack enter the bridge and gets out of her chair, going back to the XO's chair::
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> *EO*: Re-routing of power to Warp Core is complete.
XO_Eden says:
::Nods:: FCO: Take your station.
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Now for your instructions. We are obviously lost. I will be taking care of patients. I will need an eye on the bridge. Provide whatever assistance you can, but I would like for you to contact me regularly and inform me on what is going on.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::folds arms::
AEO_T`Obea says:
::nods:: McDuff: Crewman!  We have a blown out power coupling.  Please see to it.
CNS_Bauer  says:
FCO: you have some work ahead of you. You’ll be fine. How is your pain?
XO_Eden says:
OPS: My mistake.  ::Watches suspiciously some more::
MO_Cailand says:
::slowly raises an eyebrow, then lowers it again:: CMO: You wish me to report to the bridge and monitor progress from there?
AEO_T`Obea says:
<McDuff> ::nods and heads off, and nods to a few crewmembers and grabs and ENG kit and heads off towards the warp core::
FCO_Elack says:
::Sits at the helm:: ::in a stiff voice:: CNS: I'm fine....
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Yes.
XO_Eden says:
TO: Mr. Maxwell, compile a report of damaged tactical systems and have it sent to my console.
MO_Cailand says:
::nods:: CMO: Very well. ::lays the PADD on the main console and places a tricorder and extra hypo in the pocket of her lab coat::
TO_Maxwell says:
XO: yes sir
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts walking towards the center console, but notices that the Warp Core is still not working::
XO_Eden says:
::Sits down in her chair::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::grumbles about the XO.. and grins at the idea she will be the first one to be turned.. muwhahaha.. err.. goes back to checking the status of the internal ship functions like a good little ops officer::
CO_Tucker says:
XO: We're in bad shape.  But I do want to try to explore this place since we can't go home.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: are you sure that’s a good idea?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: You want to land?
MO_Cailand says:
::walks to the door... exits... and heads to the TL and enters:: TL: Bridge.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CNS: we are in orbit..
CO_Tucker says:
::Looks at the Counselor strangely::
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: So, T'Obea, when did you get onto the ship?
XO_Eden says:
::Agrees:: CO: It's the only thing to do at the moment.  We might find something to help us get home...
AEO_T`Obea says:
::follows the EO:: EO: McDuff is on it, sir.  ::watches the warp core with the EO:: Yes.. it's dead.
TO_Maxwell says:
:: Sends report to XO ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: If that's your decision I'm sure it's the correct one.
XO_Eden says:
::Runs personnel check one more time on the acting OPS::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
XO: like what another ship?!
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues to scan the Warp Core ::
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Oh.. after space dock, sir... when then Geneva left space dock after that major refit?  I help redesign some of the specs here.. and I just liked the ship.. and requested a transfer.
CMO_Tunik says:
::begins to monitor patients’ conditions, instructing medical staff as necessary::
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Ok, what did I miss? ::Looks over her systems::
MO_Cailand says:
::remembers the last time she was on the bridge... well, one of the last times.... with Kiar....geez, that was disastrous::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
FCO: that! ::points at the main view screen::
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: No wonder I never saw you before. 
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: We were falling towards the planet; I guess we are in orbit now.
CO_Tucker says:
::Smacks the SCI console::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: We have a breathable atmosphere.......
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::turns at the CO for smacking the console::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Better?
FCO_Elack says:
OPS: Oh my..... what is that???
MO_Cailand says:
::enters the bridge, glances around and raises an eyebrow briefly at the crew around her::
AEO_T`Obea says:
::smiles:: EO:  It's a pleasure to be here.  ::smiles her blue Bolian smile::  Now.. how will we get the matter/antimatter reaction started again?  I've tried everything.. But it doesn't seem to be helping.
XO_Eden says:
OPS: Not necessarily a ship, but there could be something.  ::Turns to her console::
CSO_Shras says:
:: looks at the Captain, astonished ::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
OPS: like magic cheese?
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Up for an Away Mission?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: For what was that called for captain?
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::looks at the Vulcan MO and grins::
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: The warp core is almost as stubborn as any man I know!  ::looks over at him:: No offence sir!
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::gets a fading life sign and medical tricorder confirms a number of the missing:: *CMO*: Berlin to Tunik. We have detected two missing crew.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: To get it working.  ::Looks at the confused Andorian:: Human custom, if it don't work, hit it.... oh never mind.
XO_Eden says:
CO: Always.
MO_Cailand says:
::moved forward slightly and feels eyes on her, turning her eyes slightly to the side to see OPS grinning at her...::
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: The Matter/Anti-Matter isn't working . . . . hummm. . . . . . :: turns :: What? . . . . . Oh, no offence taken.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: good advise..
CMO_Tunik says:
::hears the communiqué:: *Berlin*: Acknowledged. Provide whatever assistance you can and get them to sickbay.
TO_Maxwell says:
XO: sends full schematic of damaged systems to the XO’s console
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Take Ens. Cailand, and anyone else you would need for the team.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: suggest you take EVA suites.. Sir, the sensors can't be trusted
CSO_Shras says:
CO: I wonder if Lieutenant Chapu' knows about this repair "tool"
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks eagerly at XO::
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*: Computer, what is the power input and output of the Matter/Anti-Matter Containment field
XO_Eden says:
CO: But one thing first sir... ::Whispers::  You don't happen to recognize that Operations officer do you... sir?
AEO_T`Obea says:
::smiles:: EO: Good.  Would hate to have to work with someone who doesn't like me because of my bad puns.
MO_Cailand says:
::hears her name, and chides herself for not paying full attention.... she raises both eyebrows:: Self: Why am I always volunteered for things?
FCO_Elack says:
::Holds orbit::
CO_Tucker says:
::Looks over:: XO: No, I don't.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::runs to two of the missing and injured, begins to provide assistance:: Medical Team Gamma: Continue search. There are more.
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Ma'am.... I'm certainly up for an away mission...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Still wide-eyed at XO::
EO_Chapu says:
:: smiles ::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Are there any life signs on the planet?
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::blinks at all the odd faces on the bridge::
XO_Eden says:
CO: She's not on the personnel manifest.  ::Keeps her back turned to the OPS center::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::pokes at the console::
MO_Cailand says:
::stands relaxed, but with a straight posture, hands clasped behind her back easily, still sensing OPS... interesting... confusion..... massive confusion....::
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: I was thinking.. maybe we can try diverting power from the impulse drives to ... jump-start the warp core.
TO_Maxwell says:
:: starts organizing every record in the computer database he has clearance to::
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Are you certain?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: ...looking now... but I wouldn't much trust in the sensors now....
FCO_Elack says:
::In the meantime, sends the sensor logs and file names to the TO to be filed::
XO_Eden says:
CO: I've checked it more then once sir.  Plus, the behavior she's displayed is.. well, strange.
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps comm badge:: *XO*: Tunik to Commander Eden.
TO_Maxwell says:
:: starts filing ::
XO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Eden here.  What is it Doctor?
OPS_Teka`Po says:
CO: umm sir.. we are still in Orbit.. and umm well.. orbiting..
MO_Cailand says:
::concurs with the XO, but shan't speak a word.... she... grinned at her...::
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Get the Tactical Officer to detain her then.
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> *EO*: The power input is fully functional.  The power output is fully functional
FCO_Elack says:
::Runs up to the XO:: XO: I'm perfectly willing to go on an away mission, ma'am....
CMO_Tunik says:
*XO*: Commander, Berlin has discovered two of the missing on deck 14.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: If you’re looking for volunteers for an AT?
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*:  Is there power going to the Matter/Anti-Matter Containment Field?
MO_Cailand says:
::observes the crew.... notes how they react so willingly for an AT- even the counselor and still-lightly-injured FCO::
XO_Eden says:
::Briskly walks over to Ens. Maxwell and whispers to him:: TO: Call a security team up here and detain the Operations Officer.  Confine her to the brig.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::still poking at the console but things all the funny looks is getting bad.. taps at the console.. and enters a small program::
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps comm badge again:: *MO*: Report. How are things on the bridge?
MO_Cailand says:
::taps comm badge:: *CMO*: It appears I may have been volunteered for an Away Mission.. other than that... fairly uneventful.... ::wants to mention OPS, but knows that it is best not to::
CMO_Tunik says:
::using dermal regenerator to repair burns of a crewman's sternocledomastoid::
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> *EO*:  Power flow to the Matter/Anti-matter Containment Field is flowing
FCO_Elack says:
::Gives the CNS a cold look::
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Sir.. you know.. there's always that spare core we can try..
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::gets up from her console and heads for the forward TL::
MO_Cailand says:
*CMO*: The crew's reaction to the events are.... intriguing..... ::had lowered her voice, still observing the crew::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Something wrong LT.?
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::leaves the bridge::
FCO_Elack says:
::stiffly:: CNS: No. Nothing at all.
XO_Eden says:
TO: Maxwell, did you hear me?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: If there is a problem we should resolve it.
CMO_Tunik says:
*MO*: Thank you Ensign. ::hears her insight on the crew:: They have been on few away missions.
MO_Cailand says:
::senses the infraction between the two officers, and notes that those two in particular will be interesting to observe..::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::skips down deck 6 and heads for a room::
MO_Cailand says:
*CMO*: I gathered that much.
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: I know.  I was hoping not to use it, but I guess we have to.
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Well.... don't take it personally. I'm not fond of.... counselors.
XO_Eden says:
::Sees OPS leaving the bridge and rushes after abruptly, probably confusing many of the bridge crew::
MO_Cailand says:
*CMO*: Possibly lost, and they still wish to explore. Very intriguing... ::more speaking to herself::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Oh don't sweat it. I get that a lot.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::already on deck 7.. ::
MO_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the XO, and begins to follow, but doesn't::
CMO_Tunik says:
::after repairing the muscle, he moves to tissue repair::
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Yeah.. especially so close to just leaving space dock.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::takes a tube into the zero G section and floats down the hall::
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: Exactly.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: There are a lot of life signs on that planet... and a few settlements with technology...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks at XO. Why she running when I'm waiting on an answer::
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Well..... I just think it is an injury to my pride to see one....
CO_Tucker says:
TO: Ensign!  Assist the Commander!  ::Loudly::
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks over to the central console ::
XO_Eden says:
::Turns a few corners and spots someone floating::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Probably a vast wildlife and primitive pockets of civilizations....
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::bounces off the wall into another tube::
CMO_Tunik says:
*MO*: Starfleet's first mission is to explore. It is their nature. Report to me in ten minutes. ::ends communiqué::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Someone what?
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::hides behind a bulkhead to see who's behind her::
XO_Eden says:
*Bridge*: Intruder alert, send a security team to deck 7 with grav boots.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Sounds interesting.
MO_Cailand says:
::raises both eyebrows at the announcement from the XO::
EO_Chapu says:
:: makes a couple adjustments before making the switch ::
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: To put it frankly, it is an embarrassment to see a counselor.
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::recognizes the voice and grabs her phaser.. waits::
CMO_Tunik says:
::repairs the damage done to the crewman's manubrium, then, seals up his chest::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: To see a counselor what?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Sounds prime directive dangerous....
XO_Eden says:
::Floats around looking for the intruder::
CO_Tucker says:
::Notifies security to assist the XO::
CMO_Tunik says:
::wakes the crewman, and sends him to his duties::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::fires at the XO from her hiding place and then makes a run for the next JT when she ducks out of the way of the blast::
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: I have been forced to talk to counselors before for insignificant "problems."
AEO_T`Obea says:
::helps the EO with switching to the spare warp core:: EO: I hope this works, sir.
XO_Eden says:
::Unlocks a locker with her command codes and finds a phaser::
EO_Chapu says:
T'Obea: I do too.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Standard mission.  Violating the Prime Directive is always a big concern..
XO_Eden says:
::Kicks against a wall to dodge the shot, sees the security team::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks to where FCO sits:: FCO: Do we have a problem with talking or with counselors?
XO_Eden says:
::Returns fire while turning the corner::
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Well......
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*: Computer, prepare to switch Warp Core from primary Warp Core to secondary Warp Core. We’ll have to remove it from storage and physically replace the primary.
MO_Cailand says:
::senses rising tensions and momentarily turns to spot the CNS nearing the FCO... this could become... quite intriguing::
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::bounces off the floor.. near miss:: eek!
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Don't worry I don't break talk to me.
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> *EO*: Authorization?
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to the nurses who seem to be taking care of the injured well, he may have to commend his medical staff::
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Your nature, the nature of all counselors, is just so.... annoying to me......
XO_Eden says:
::Fires again while the Security team rounds the other side to cut off OPS::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Define nature, please.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: I'll try to make sense from what the sensors and burping out in pain.....
OPS_Teka`Po says:
::makes it to the cargo bay and beams down to the planet::
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*: Authorization:  Delta-4-4-7-Zeta-Alpha.
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Exactly!! This!!! All of this inner-feelings talk..... all you ever want to do is know how I feel, and it doesn't really matter!
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Want to go planet side?
XO_Eden says:
::Charges into the Cargo Bay and finds it empty::
MO_Cailand says:
::observes the CNS and FCO out of the corner of her eye::
XO_Eden says:
*CO*: We've lost her!  Can you track her life sign on the planet?
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> *EO/AEO*: Does second Engineer Officer concur?
CO_Tucker says:
*XO*: One moment.
XO_Eden says:
::Grumbles and makes her way, slowly back to a TL::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Can you detect where the transport was to?
AEO_T`Obea says:
::looks at the EO::  Computer: Second Engineer Lt. T'Obea concurs.  Authorization Gamma-2-5-Signma.
EO_Chapu says:
:: shoots a look at Lt. T'Obea ::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: It might matter might not... only one way to tell. If it will make you uncomfortable I won't ask... bout I'm there just in case.
XO_Eden says:
::Keeps the Security team on patrol of weakened decks in case she tries to return to the ship::
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes locking a crewman's arm back in it's socket and gives him permission to go back to duty:: *MO*: Ensign. Report. What is currently occurring on the bridge?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: The transport failed...
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Very well.
FCO_Elack says:
::realizes what the CNS is thinking:: CNS: I do NOT have any mental abnormalities, thank you very much.
XO_Eden says:
::Arrives on the bridge again, a little tired and out of breath::
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> *EO/AEO* :: beeps ::   authorization complete.  Begin manual transfer of warp cores…
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Only half of the data stream made it there.....
CO_Tucker says:
*XO*: Get your team together and get down to the planet.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Whoever transported is now a pile of goo.....
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: You have a job to do... I don't want to be a distraction. We will figure this out some other time.  
MO_Cailand says:
::sighs:: *CMO*: Doctor, the First Officer took off on a foot chase with an OPS officer. The OPS officer has now beamed down to the planet. I apologize for not watching my time correctly.... I was observing an intriguing exchange between our CNS and FCO. ::had voice lowered.
XO_Eden says:
::Looks over at the FCO, hearing her comment to the CNS about mental health just as she enters the bridge::
CMO_Tunik says:
::raises an eyebrow:: *MO*: An exchange?
FCO_Elack says:
::sees the XO come back in and jumps out of her chair::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Is everything ok Sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Turning to XO::
Host Bob_ says:
	AN ENGINEERING EXPIDICIOUSLY CREW PREFORMS AN EVA; THEN MANUALLY EJECTS THE PRIMARY WARP CORE; THEN THE SPARE CORE AND THEN SWITCHES THE TWO, IN HOPES THAT THE SPARE CORE WILL WORK WHERE THE PRIMARY CORE DID NOT. UNFORTUNATELY, WHILE A GOOD IDEA, IT FAILS TO WORK. THE CORE IS NOT THE PROBLEM
EO_Chapu says:
:: looks at the Spare Warp Core and doesn't see that the blue glow indicating proper operation::
MO_Cailand says:
*CMO*: Not physical- verbal. Quite intriguing.... is halted abruptly with the return of the XO, however.
FCO_Elack says:
XO: I am ready for an away mission, ma'am.... if need be.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: We'll need you to fly the shuttle.  Head down to the Shuttle bay and prepare one.
AEO_T`Obea says:
::looks excited as the warp core starts up.. and then frowns as the swirling blue lights stopped::  EO: Dang.. I thought we had it that time.
MO_Cailand says:
::continues to quietly observe the crew, forming her own little opinions and classifications for each... but sharing none of it::
FCO_Elack says:
::Nearly hugs the XO with excitement, but restrains herself::
EO_Chapu says:
T’Obea:  It fooled everyone.
CMO_Tunik says:
*MO*: Thank you. Please remind them that they are Starfleet Officers. Any dispute they have between each other shall be taken care of, while off duty. Report in ten minutes. Tunik out.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: This place al wrong in its physical aspect yet it supports life as we know it.....
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Aye! ::hurries to the Shuttle Bay::
XO_Eden says:
MO/CNS: You're with me also.  Get your equipment and meet me in Shuttle bay 1.
AEO_T`Obea says:
::shakes her head:: EO: Maybe the bridge would have more answers .. Maybe they can tell us why things that should work aren't working.
MO_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and resists an eye roll at the CMO:: XO: Understood.....::moves back toward the TL::
Mig`Tokey says: 
@::walks along and steps in something.. :: eeewww
XO_Eden says:
CO: Any particular orders for us sir?  Or are we just gathering information?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO/SELF: Excellent!
EO_Chapu says:
T’Obea:  I'll ask.
CMO_Tunik says:
::injects crewman with his annual medicine and sends him back to duty::
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Just a routine exploration, until we can find a way back home.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Snaps into high gear and exits bridge::
FCO_Elack says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Shuttle bay!
MO_Cailand says:
::enters the TL, and reaches for her comm badge:: *CMO*: I will be joining the AT.....and briefly stopping by sickbay for supplies.
EO_Chapu says:
*Bridge*: Chapu' to Bridge.
AEO_T`Obea says:
::nods::  EO: If anything.. They should let us know..
XO_Eden says:
CO: Aye sir.  We'll be in contact.  ::Enters the TL::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Assembles Away mission equipment and goes to CB1::
FCO_Elack says:
::Enters the Shuttle Bay::
MO_Cailand says:
*CMO*: Actually, I will more than likely pull a medical kit from the shuttle..... less time to be wasted....::
XO_Eden says:
::Retrieves a tricorder and phaser from an equipment locker before entering the Shuttle Bay::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees FCO:: FCO: Let’s not be concerned with us as counselor or FCO; lets just do this AT thing and stay cool ok::
MO_Cailand says:
::walks smoothly into the shuttle bay::
Mig`Tokey says:
@:: chasing wild Flying toads with a net::
EO_Chapu says:
*Bridge*: Lt. Chapu' to Bridge.  Please come in.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I'll be watching your back
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Your use of human terminology is.... interesting. I will proceed with my duty as I regularly would.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Sounds like a plan.
XO_Eden says:
::Looks at the team, noting the diversity of their races and manages a smile:: AT: Everyone set?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Aye Sir
MO_Cailand says:
::nods at the XO, checking the med kit once more, her cool exterior staying dominant::
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Yes, sir.
Mig`Tokey says:
@:: runs out into the orange waves of the shore and watches the toad fly away:: aahhh pooh.. ::gasp as the toad is swallowed up by a water lily fish::
XO_Eden says:
::Steps into the shuttle and takes a seat at the co-pilots chair, but doesn't touch anything::
Mig`Tokey says:
@ ::slaps the net on the water and grumbles::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Take us out Lieutenant.
FCO_Elack says:
::Steps onto the shuttle and sits at the helm::
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Aye sir.
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*: Chapu' to Captain Tucker.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows XO into shuttle takes a seat no one will be needing::
FCO_Elack says:
::Watches the shuttle bay doors open and smoothly takes the shuttle out::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is loving this::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Madison> ::stumbles across two dead crewman, they are some of the missing:: *CMO*: Madison to Tunik. We have discovered two the missing. Both are dead. There seems to have been a small radiation leak. The medical team is now inoculating each other.
Mig`Tokey says:
@ ::goes after another toad::
CO_Tucker says:
*EO*: Go ahead.
XO_Eden says:
AT: Begin recording information on this planet starting now.  We'll get the best readings on its orbit once we clear the shuttle bay.
CMO_Tunik says:
::hears the communiqué:: *Madison*: Thank you Madison. Please transport them to the morgue and continue your search.
Mig`Tokey says:
@ calls out: here Toady, toady, toady!
MO_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the excitement and slight apprehension in the air around her...all of it illogical....::
Host Bob_SM says:
AS THE SHUTTLE DEPARTS FROM THE GENEVA, STRANGE THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: So, what are we going to be looking for down there, Sir? Could you brief us on the planet?
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Aye. ::Takes the ship out of the bay and sets a course::
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*: Sir, I currently can't get the Warp Core back on-line.  Even with the back-up core.
FCO_Elack says:
#XO: Sir, I am reading energy fluctuations on our main thrusters.
XO_Eden says:
#AT: Our mission is to collect data, since we're stuck here and unable to return home anyway.  We're hoping that we might find something that explains where we are.
Mig`Tokey says:
@ ::looks up at the clouds and notices a funny light in the sky::
CO_Tucker says:
*EO*: Very well.  Keep working on it Chapu'.
AEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Ask him if the bridge knows anything.....
XO_Eden says:
#FCO: Please tell me it's a minor problem.  ::Knows it could be either bad or really bad::
CNS_Bauer says:
#XO: Any life signs on the planet?
Mig`Tokey says:
@ ::watches it as it turns into 2 lights:: .. ohhh .. that’s weird..
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::stumbles across two more alive crewmen:: *CMO*: I have discovered two more living crew. One of them is a medical officer.
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*: :: nods to the AEO :: Captain, is there anything else I should know about this part of space.  Anything, scientific?
CSO_Shras says:
*EO*: You should try the captain way and bang on it....
FCO_Elack says:
#XO: It is somewhat serious... I cannot maintain a steady speed with it...
Mig`Tokey says:
@ ::sees a flying toad not far away and runs after it::
CO_Tucker says:
*EO*: A lot, most likely.  Coordinate with Sciences to get that information.
MO_Cailand says:
#::observes the exchanges around her, and remains calm... like always...::
EO_Chapu says:
*CO*: Yes, sir.
Mig`Tokey says:
@::looses the toad in the green sky and the blue sun.. shields face:: Ouch!
CNS_Bauer says:
#MO: You ok Doc you seem deep in thought.
CMO_Tunik says:
::presses comm badge:: *CO*: Tunik to Captain Tucker.
EO_Chapu says:
*CSO*: Lt. Shras, can you give me any information pertaining to the space we're in?
Mig`Tokey says:
@:: goes out to play in the orange water.. splashing around::
MO_Cailand says:
#::turns head slowly toward CNS: CNS: I assure you Counselor, I am..."ok".... merely observing. 
XO_Eden says:
#AT: There are groups of life forms on the planet.  Commander Shras has said they are a more primitive race... pre-warp.
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: Go ahead.
CNS_Bauer says:
MO: I had no doubt you were ok.... just making conversation.
CMO_Tunik says:
*CO*: Four more missing crew were discovered. Two dead; two alive.
Host Bob_SM says:
A LARGE ENERGY PULSE SUDDENLY FLARES FROM THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET
Mig`Tokey says:
@:: watches as a giant water Lilly starts swimming around her::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Thinks gee... tough room::
CO_Tucker says:
::Looks down with a sad look on his face:: *CMO*: Very well Doctor.
XO_Eden says:
#FCO: Keep her as steady as you can.  ::Looks at the map and points at an isolated area:: Put us down here, so we don't have any unexpected visitors.
CMO_Tunik says:
*CO*: Could I speak to you momentarily Captain?
FCO_Elack says:
#::raises an eyebrow and glances at the MO, aware of her telepathy:: Thinks to self:  "Observe" anything interesting?
Host Bob_SM says:
THE PULSE GIVES EVERY INDICATION OF A 'NORMAL' WARP SIGNATURE
MO_Cailand says:
#CNS: Indeed. I have had to grow used to such things... ::almost laughs::
Mig`Tokey says:
@:: grabs  a rock and bashes it on  the head.. Just as a flash passes over head toward the new lights in the sky::
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: Yes of course.
FCO_Elack says:
#::Looks at map:: XO: Good plan. ::Steers the ship in that direction::
Host Bob_SM says:
CONSIDERING THE LEVELS OF SCANNER AND SENSOR INFORMATION INDICATING NO BETTER THAN PRE-WARP CIVILIZATION ON THE PLANET, THIS ENERGY PULSE SHOULD NOT HAVE HAPPENED
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees only those who were in critical remain, 11, gives Nurse command of sickbay and leaves sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
#MO: We gotta do what we gotta do. Sure you could teach me a thing or two about it.
EO_Chapu says:
:: wonders if the communications is damaged; takes a look at all the communication pathways ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::moves quickly to the turbolift:: Turbolift: Deck One. Bridge.
XO_Eden says:
#COM: CO: Away team to Geneva.  There was some sort of pulse that flared up from the planet.  Did you catch it on sensors?  It has a warp signature.  ::Stares at the readings on her console::
Mig`Tokey says:
@ ::gets eaten by the giant water lily since she wasn't watching for it:: AAAHH... *
Host Bob_SM says:
IN A SHORT FLASH, THE SUN APPEARED TO BE YELLOWISH RED, AND THE PLANET SKY APPEARED TO BE BLUISH... BUT THEN RETURNED TO ITS ORIGINAL COLORS
MO_Cailand says:
#CNS: About what counselor? ::senses a thought about her comments to the CNS but says nothing, narrowing her eyes slightly, then relaxing them::
CMO_Tunik says:
::hears the increasing and decreasing tempo of the turbolift humm... designating when deck after deck has been passed... the turbolift stops::
CSO_Shras says:
*EO*: The only hard fact I have to give you is that in here the "normal" laws of physics as we now them are not respected....
Host Bob_SM says:
PLANT/ANIMAL LIFE SEEMED TO BE 'NORMAL' BUT ONLY MOMENTARILY BEFORE RETURNING TO ITS BIZZARE STATE
CO_Tucker says:
COM: XO: Checking.... ::Nods to the CSO::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears MO in his head but wasn't sure what she said or thought::
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits turbolift and steps on to the bridge, then, walks to the Captain::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: What happened?
Host Bob_SM says:
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